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In the developing spinal cord, motor neurons
become segregated into important functional units
termed motor pools. Now it has been discovered
that repertoires of cadherin surface molecules play
key roles in motor pool sorting.
The central nervous system exhibits a precise regional
organisation. Neurons that are morphologically and
functionally similar are grouped together in layers, or in
nuclei — clusters of cell bodies that come in a variety
of shapes and sizes. A particular variation of nuclear
architecture is seen among motor neurons of the spinal
cord, which are segregated into motor ‘pools’. The
defining feature of such a pool is that all its neurons
send axons to a single muscle, and all receive input
from a group of sensory (proprioceptive) neurons
which innervate the same muscle target, sensing
changes in muscle contraction. The simple circuit thus
formed is the basis of the spinal stretch reflex.
Spinal motor neurons migrate from a common origin
in the ventricular zone of the developing spinal cord to
settle in their characteristic pools. So how are they
sorted out? Recent work by Stephen Price and
colleagues [1] implicates the cadherin cell adhesion
molecules in the segregation process. Hints that
cadherins might have roles in compartmentalising
neuronal populations came from their expression
patterns in a number of regions of the nervous system
[2–4], and the observation that misexpression of
cadherins disrupts partitioning of the cortex and
striatum [5]. Price et al. [1] cloned 15 chick cadherin
genes and surveyed their expression in motor pools
innervating the limb muscles (LMC neurons), which
can be defined by their expression of particular tran-
scription factors. For example, adductor (A) motor
neurons express the Er81 and Islet-1 genes, while
those of the external femorotibialis (eF) pool express
Er81 but not Islet-1, and hip retractor (HR) motor
neurons express Islet-1 but not Er81 [1,6].
Some cadherins were found to be expressed in
most or all LMC motor neurons at their time of birth,
but were later switched off in all but a subset of pools,
while the expression of other cadherins was initiated
after motor neuron birth, in a pool-specific pattern [1].
In either case, pool segregation is accompanied by
restricted cadherin expression, and individual pools
express unique combinations of cadherins. Thus, A
motor neurons express cadherins (cads) cad-8, MN-
cad, T-cad and cad-6b; eF motor neurons express
cad-8, T-cad and cad-6b; and HR motor neurons
express cad-8 and cad-12 (Figure 1A). As eF and A
motor neurons differ in the expression of only one
cadherin, MN-cad, could this be causally related to
motor pool sorting?
To test this idea, Price et al. [1] expressed MN-cad
inappropriately by electroporating a plasmid carrying
the MN-cad gene and a second, marker gene into one
side of the young chick spinal cord (Figure 1B). MN-
cad was expressed in a mosaic fashion in a subset of
neurons, including some eF motor neurons which
should consequently carry the same ‘cadherin code’
as A motor neurons. Once embryos had developed to
stages of mature motor pools, the distribution of A
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Figure 1. Cadherins are expressed in different repertoires in
motor pools and MN-cadherin misexpression disrupts motor
pool sorting.
(A) Motor pools of the lateral motor column in the stage 35
chick spinal cord are shown represented by different colours.
A,  adductor; HR, hip retractor; iF, internal iliofibularis; S, sarto-
rius; eF, external femorotibialis; ITR, iliotrochanterici; ITB, ante-
rior iliotibialis. Other letters and numbers represent the
repertoire of cadherins expressed (see text for details). Those
in brackets are expressed at low levels. (B) Strategy for expres-
sion of cadherins by electroporation into the chick spinal cord
at stage 15–18 on one side, followed by analysis at stage
28–30. The expression plasmid is shown, incorporating the
β-actin promoter, MN-cadherin gene, internal ribosome entry
site (IRES) and nuclear-targeted β-galactosidase gene (NLS
LacZ). (C) Misexpression of MN-cadherin or its dominant-neg-
ative form impairs segregation of A and eF neurons. Panels
show diagrammatic representation of the distribution of A
motor neurons (yellow), eF motor neurons (red) and HR motor
neurons (green) in control embryos, or those electroporated
with MN-cad or ∆MN-cad.
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and eF motor neurons was analysed in relation to the
neurons that expressed the electroporated MN-cad
gene. The usual neat partitioning of A and eF motor
neurons was disrupted in these embryos; they
intermingled and both neuronal types were found in
abnormal positions (Figure 1C). 
The nearest neighbour relations of both MN-cad-
expressing and non-expressing eF neurons were then
mapped, cell by cell. In normal embryos, eF and A
neurons are juxtaposed only at the boundary between
pools, so that most eF neurons do not abut A neurons.
By contrast, in the electroporated embryos a signifi-
cant proportion of MN-cad-expressing eF neurons
were found to lie adjacent to one or more A neurons.
This was not true of MN-cad non-expressing eF
neurons, which maintained normal spatial relation-
ships with A neurons. Changing the expression reper-
toire of cadherins so that eF neurons now resembled
A neurons had changed their sorting behaviour, in a
way that was specific to electroporated cells. Simi-
larly, in experiments with a dominant negative form of
MN-cad (∆MN-cad) which abrogates MN-cad inter-
actions, ∆MN-cad-expressing A neurons now inter-
mingled with eF neurons (Figure 1C). So it appears
that neuronal populations which differ in the repertoire
of cadherins expressed sort out from one another.
A potential caveat is that altering the general levels
of cadherin-mediated adhesion might alter motor
neuron segregation non-specifically. But over-expres-
sion of two other cadherins — E-cad, which is not
normally expressed by LMC neurons, and cad-6b,
which is expressed by both eF and A motor neurons
— did not affect pool segregation. Furthermore, mis-
expression of MN-cad or its dominant-negative form
did not affect segregation if the motor pools in question
were not rendered equivalent in their cadherin reper-
toire. This makes it unlikely that cadherin over-expres-
sion has non-specific effects.
Further ramifications of the cadherins’ role were
implied by the finding that sensory neurons express
similar combinations of cadherins to their motor
neuron synaptic partners. Although not a perfect match,
there was a high correlation between the repertoire of
cadherins expressed by a motor pool and its afferent
sensory neurons [1]. For example, A motor neurons
express MN-cad and T-cad, while 62% and 93% of
sensory neurons providing input to this pool express
these cadherins, respectively. Might similar cadherin
profiles therefore govern the formation of motor and
sensory neuron connections? 
The significance of cadherin expression by proprio-
ceptive sensory neurons has not yet been tested func-
tionally, but several factors suggest that common
principles underlie the development of these neurons
and their projections. Er81 is expressed in subsets of
motor neurons and their innervating sensory neurons,
and both Er81 expression by motor and sensory
neurons and MN-cad expression by motor neurons
depend on signals from the limb [6,1]. In addition,
Er81 appears to be upstream of MN-cad, as mis-
expression generates ectopic domains of MN-cad [1].
In Er81 mutant mice, proprioceptive afferents fail to
terminate appropriately on motor pools within the
spinal cord [7], offering the prospect that this pheno-
type involves loss of MN-cad, and suggesting that the
integrity of sensory-motor circuits might depend at
least partially on the cadherins.
Taken together with previous studies on the fore-
brain [5], these studies on motor neuron segregation
suggest that cadherins play a pivotal role in neuronal
sorting thoughout the nervous system. But questions
remain as to the significance of combinatorial cad-
herin expression. Early experiments on cell sorting in
early embryos were interpreted as indicating that the
process occurs by directed cell migration followed by
selective adhesion [8]. During normal development, eF
neurons down-regulate MN-cad around the stage at
which they migrate past A neurons towards their
definitive lateral position, implying that cadherins
could participate in either the migration and/or the
adhesion phase of the process. Cadherins have often
been considered to interact homophilically, providing
a basis for the sorting of neurons that express the
same cadherin repertoire [9,10]. Nevertheless, hetero-
philic interactions can also occur [10], and differences
in cadherin levels can also result in selective aggrega-
tion [11], pointing to a more complex scenario.
Cell sorting has also been studied in the hindbrain,
which is segmented by repulsive interactions between
even-numbered rhombomeres, expressing ephrins,
and odd-numbered rhombomeres, expressing cognate
Eph receptors [12,13]. Such repulsion must also be
tempered by adhesion at the boundaries between cell
populations to ensure tissue integrity. Interestingly,
two different cadherins are transiently expressed in
odd and even rhombomeres in the developing hind-
brain [14,15]. It therefore remains to be seen whether
cadherins interact with ephrins and Eph receptors to
mediate repulsion, an event that might also be
involved in the migratory phase of motor neuron
sorting, prior to stabilisation of adhesive contacts
between cell populations.
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